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Chapter 5

Machine translation in a
hig h-volu me translation
environment
Muriel Vasconcellos and Dale A. Bostad

The real test of machine translation is whether or not it is effective
in large-scale operations. These may be specialized applications, as
in the case of Canada's METEo (see Chapter 3), or they may'
involve the translation of a broad varietv of text types. In the latter
case, the purpose of the translation will dictate the characteristics
of the installation, particularly the human post-editins component.
The purpose can run the gamut lrom publication for dissemination

to 'information only'. For the product that has a public and
undersoes scrutiny, a translator post-editor must be enlisted to
eliminate all problems lrom the output, interpret connotations
appropriately and make certain that the reader will understand
precisely what the author intended to sav. On the other hand, MT,

by automatically generatine a product where nothing

existed

before, has created a new mode of work in which a less than ideal
translation can be provided for the consumer who merely needs to
assimilate information and is not concerned with disseminating it.
The first type of application is exemplified by the Spanish to

American (English) MT system (seaxnu) and English ro
Spanish MT system (Excsr,lr) at the Pan American Health
Organization (PAHO) in Washington, DC, and the second by the
SYSTRAN operation at the US Air Force's Foreign Technology
Division in Dayton, Ohio.
TRANSLATION FOR CLOSE SCRUTINY: PAHO

MT

in the service of seneral-purpose practical
at PAHOI since January 1980. The first language
combination to be implemented was Spanish-English, using
SPANAM, the Organization's batch MT system developed in-house
has been enlisted

translation
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(\'asconcellos and Le6n lgBB). ENGSpi\N, a second, more sophisticated in-house product with a strons English parser,2 lollowed suit

with English-Spanish in l9B5 (Le6n and Schwartz l986).:j Later.
SPANAI\,1 was entirely rebuilt using the conceptual desien of
ENGSPAN. MT is now the principal mode of translation for these
two language combinations and is an integral part of the
Organization's translation and terminology service.a
PAHO undertook to develop MT with two broad purposes in
mind: to meet its internal translation needs more efficiently, and to
disseminate health information in the Latin American and
Caribbean countries. Very few of the translations done at PAHO
are for information only. There are occasional applications of this
kind but the majority must be of a quality that will stand close
scrutiny. Some are for publication although few serve as the basis
for important decisions. covering diverse subjects ranging from the
commitment of resources to primary care for sick children.
SPANAM and ENGSPAN, each with a robust parser and laree
deeply coded dictionaries (63,000 and 55,000 terms respectively),
are capable of handling a broad range of subjects and dealing with
free syntax in a variety of genres. Among the most important
subject areas are medicine, public health, sanitary engineering,
agriculture, computer science, management and law, and there are
a number of others as well. Cross-cutting this spectrum is an even
broader range of styles and discourse genres: journal articles and
abstracts, textbooks, manuals (both lor human health and for
software), proposals for funding, reports of missions, contracts and
agreements, minutes of meetings, business letters, diplomatic
exchanges, certificates, product specifications, supply lists, captions
for displays and even promotional materials and film scripts. This

type of variety actually presents more of a challenge than
in subject matter but SeANAM and ENGSPAN tackle
them all. For most applications the texts are post-edited by
professional translators r,l'orking on-screen. The input texts are

diflerences

never pre-edited or customized in anv way. The only preprocessing
is a quick review by the clerical stalT to ensure that the wordprocessins document conforms to one of the standard formats used
in the Organization. Thus, from an)/ perspective, it is safe to say
that MT at PAHO has been both desiened and implemented as a

general-purpose product. Examples of sPANA\,I
output are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.
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'fhe PAHO environment is distinguished by the lact

that
production and system development are carried on side by side as

part of the same operation. As those u'ho are working on a
particular translation are in the best position to sussest appropriate target elosses, post-editors are encouraged to mark their
copies of machine output with suggestions fior the dictionaries (new
technical terms bcing subject to revier.v by the terminologist) and
for svstem improvement in general. l'he computational linguists.
lor their part, conduct their research on production text and are
constantly monitoring the output to ensure that the two systems
are performing up to standard. Problems that are easy to solve are
dealt with from one dav to the next. In this wav, the post-editors
have the satisfaction of seeing their lbedback incorporated. (Nlore
difficult problems take their place on a 'wish list,' in order of their
priority). Some of the post-editors have learned how to update the
dictionaries themselves, and whether they do or not they still get to
see that thev can have a personal hand in improving the quality of
the output.

Over 8 million words delivered
Getting under wa1

As of 1990, SPANAN,I and IINGSP;\N had generated some 34,800
pages (8.7 million words) in the service of production translation,
with current machine output averasing around 6,000 pages (1.5
million words) a year.In 1989, lv{T was officially recognized as the
Orsanization's primary mode of translation, as by that time it was
supportins at least 60 per cent of all resular production in the tvr'o
language directions. But the road to success had been bumpy at
times. The use of MT at PAHO went throueh several phases, and
it is of interest to take a look at this experience as it unfolded.
lVhen SPANANI made its d6but. NIT r,vas operated as a separate
unit in PAHO, oflering direct competition to the existing human
translation (H1') service. In vier,r' of the broad ranse of texts to be
translated. its managers realized from the beginning that e{ficient
and efl-ective post-editing would be cnrcial to successlul acceptance
of Nlf'. With this in mind, a certified translator was hired on a full-

time basis to review and correct the output. 'Ihis person also
updated the dictionaries based on problems thar came up in the
course of day-to-dav production. 'fhe first major application was
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the Organization's biennial program budget, for which it was
possible to demonstrate savings of 6l per cent compared with
human translation, as well as a reduction in staff days of 45 per
cent (Vasconcellos l9B4).
For the first five years, post-editing was done at no cost to the
requesting office. The choice of whether to use MT was left to the
end consumer. Many of the receiving units were pleased with the
service, and the good rvord spread. Cost was undoubtedly a lactor
in the early popularity of MT, since the service was being offered

for free, whereas HT sometimes had to be larmed out and

the

resulting cost charged to the client. Also, turnaround was f,aster. In

addition. MT was welcomed with enthusiasm because the
delivered product was machine readable, which was not true of HT
at the time. Also, MT with light post-editing was occasionally used
for information purposes only, and this service addressed a
previously unmet need - yet another f,actor that added to its
successful reputation. Since no one was forced to use MT, and
since the service was free, there were virtually no complaints.
By 1984, MT production lrom Spanish into English was
reaching 100,000 words (400 pages) a month, and ENGSPAN was
being tried on an experimental application lrom English into
Spanish. At the end o[ that year, in the wake of a series of
personnel changes (including departure of the MT post-editor), the
Organization's upper management decided to merge the MT and
HT services and delay the recruitment of new translators until a
study could be done on the overall allocation of human resources
for translation. In the interim, MT continued to be an option but
post-editing had to be done bv contractors with the cost charged
back to the requesting o{fices. The contractors, most of them freelance professional translators, were paid by the job at slightly more
than half the then prevailing rate for HT, and they came to the
PAHO offices to use the Organization's r.r'ord-processine equipment. As a result of these changes, there was in fact a slight drop in
MT production levels but the monthly average never lell below
67.000 words (268 pages).
In the fall of 1987. still without any conclusive data in hand
and with several translator vacancies to be filled, PAHO's
manasement decided to conduct an experiment that would yield
concrete data for decisions about the appropriate mix of the lour
possible resources - namely, in-house MT, in-house HT, contract
MT and contract HT.
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Tlte experiment

A lormal eleven-month experiment was undertaken from October
l987 through August l9BB to establish u'hether machine translation
in the PAHO environment was cost-e{Iective, fast in turnaround and

of supporting a higher level of year-round average
production than human translation. The experiment also attempted to establish whether MT output post-edited by a
professional translator was as serviceable as human translation.
Two temporary translators, one for each target language, were
recruited to serve as post-editors for the duration of the
experiment. MT ceased to be optional. All incoming work was
screened to determine whether or not it could be submitted to the
computer. A directive was issued instructing the requesting offices
to submit their texts lor translation on diskette. In this way new
MT applications could be captured and use of the technology was
capable

maximized.

Interim statistics for the first eight and a half months of

the

experiment showed that MT, in-house and contract combined, was
used to process 79 percent of the jobs into English (839,635 words
or 3,359 pages, corresponding to 262 jobs) and 60 percent of those
into Spanish (427,310 words or 1,709 pages, from 120 jobs).t MT
was used less for Spanish because a large proportion of the input
texts were from published sources outside the Organization and
therefore not machine-readable. Optical character recognition
(OCR) was used whenever possible to scan hard copy but it often
turned out that cleaning up the scanner's mistakes \^'as too timeconsuming to be worth the effort.G In total, 74 percent of the jobs
into English were machine readable and, ol'the rest, 5 percent
could be scanned using the OCR but 2l percent could not. Into
Spanish, on the other hand, only 54 percent were machine
readable and, of the rest, 7 percent were scannable and 39 percent

were not.

Data for the full twelve months showed a significantly greater
volume translated bv MT during the experiment than in previous
years. The texts represented a broad range of suttject areas and
discourse types, as evidenced by the lact that more than 40
diflerent 'clients' had been served.
The requesting offices, which usuallv did not know which mode
n'as used, were asked to prorzide feedback on the serviceability of
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the product delivered to them. Responses were received ficr 30
percent of the jobs processed. Both modes drew praise and criticism but there was a slight preference for MT: B5.l percent
indicated satisfaction with jobs processed using MT, compared
with 78.1 percent for HT. Interestingly, the lowest percentage of
satisfaction (60 percent of total response) was for Spanish HT.
Sometimes the client incorrectly assumed that the job had been
done using MT when in lact it was HT. For example, the following
comments were made about human translations: 'machine translation is not good enough. I practically had to rewrite it,' and 'the
quality of the translation was more "rigid" than at other times; it
seemed more like a machine translation without having a "human
hand" go over it.'
The English in-house post-editor and some of the contractors
were able to achieve daily outputs of 7,000 words and higher in the
short term. In the long term, average daily in-house productivity
for English, calculated according to standard methods used in the
international organizations (i... net of leave, weekends and
holidavs) and including periods without incoming translations during
which the translators worked on the dictionaries, was 2,5+6 words.
This result exceeded the United Nations target of 2,000 words a
day by 27 percent and far surpassed the real average of I,200
words a day informally reported by many in-house services in the
international organizations. As MT does not involve transcription
and certain other types of seneral services support that were used
for HT during the period, it was considered that the goal of 30 per
cent savings over in-house HT had not only been achieved but in
fact surpassed. For contract translation, the cost diflerential
between HT and MT was self-evident, as MT post-editors were
being paid 55 percent of the HT rate.
As a result of the experiment, a new policy was announced in
February l9B9 under which MT became the primary mode of
translation in PAHO. The policy entailed a restructuring of the
translation service so that as much incoming work as possible
could be channeled in the direction of MT.
Current situation

The use of MT has not been stabilized in PAHO. The new
technology continues to do the lion's share of the work. The
decision to use MT, which rests entirely with the terminology and
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translation service, is based on the lollowins characteristics of the

input text:

I machine readability (or optical 'scan-ability');
2 complexity of format; and
3 linguistic characteristics (e.g. grammar, discourse genre, need lor
between-the-lines interpretation, etc.).
These lactors intersect with time-frame considerations, the availability of post-editors and the special strengths of the individual
translators.

ln-house translator positions have been established with postediting built into the primary duty in the job description. At the
same time, contractors are still employed for much of the work
which, as always, comes in spurts. Compensation lor contractors
has been brought in line with the three-tiered scale of the US
Department of State (general, semi-technical and technical). Ttre
pay for MT post-editors is the same as for State Department
reviewers. A recent development is that most of the MT postediting is now being done ofl-site by contractors working on their
home computers.
The translator and the MT output

The experience of the last three years, since the mechanism for
client feedback was formalized, has brought home increased
awareness that it is the translator's skill, not the mode of work, that
determines the quality of the final translation pfoduct.
At the same time. not all the PAHO translators have chosen to
adapt to post-editing; some of the ones that we rely on have
preferred not to try it, and of those who have tried it, not all have
been equally successful. In total, about 30 post-editors have worked
with spaxAM or ENGSPAN and, of these, six into Spanish and eight
into English are now on the roster of contractors regularl,v used. An
eflort is made to give these 'regulars' an HT assisnment everv third
or fourth time. There is a core group of translators, all of them
veterans, who consistently prefer the MT mode.
Post-editins seems to be a special skill, somewhat related to
traditional editing. It involves learnins how to preserve as much of
the machine's output as possible and 'zapping' the text at stratesic
points rather than redoing it from scratch. T-he post-editor quickly
develops a set of context-dependent techniques lbr dealins with the
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patterns produced bv the machine (Vasconcellos 1986, l9B7a,
l9B7b; McElhaney and Vasconcellos l9BB; Santangelo l9BB).
There is a fine line to walk between allowing the output to stand
and meeting the high standard of quality that needs to be applied
to most of the translation jobs done at PAHO. In order to come up
to this standard, the post-editor must be certain of all technical
terminoloev, capture every nuance, provide accurate interpretations for coherence (Vasconcellos l9B9a), ensure idiomatic equiv-

alence, maintain a uniformly appropriate register, build in
cohesiveness where it is lackine, provide adequate 'staging'
(Grimes 1975: 323), and preserve the inlormation structure
(Halliday 1967; Vasconcellos l986).
Sometimes, in addition to using approved terminoloey, the
translation will call for special phraseology, as, for example, with
resolutions of the organization's gclverning bodies. Here MT can
present a problem: the post-editor cannot settle fior an equally clear

but unofficial version produced with the aid of the machine. In
such cases it can be seen that in-house translators and 'regulars'
are in a better position to make decisions about the MToutput. To
help the contractors in particular, the documentalist, who is verv
familiar lvith the workinss of the Oreanization, reviews each
incoming job and locates all the background materials the
translator should have at hand.
When it is known that a translation will have only limited use a first draft, for example, or an internal trip report - MT offers the
possibility of delivering a less-than-ideal translation at a lower level
of effort - i.e. by doing less post-editing. PAHO is currently
attempting to implement an intermediate level of quality which
would be acceptable in such situations. The text is syntactically
and propositionally correct, but nuances may be sacrificed. So far,
it has been difficult for the translators to 'lower their standards', but
occasionally the press of time has been sufficient motivation for

them to cut the right corners. In-house translators are more
appropriate for such an approach, first because cornpensation is
not at issue, but mainly because thev are in a better position to
sense the minimum level that will be acceptable. It is planned to
experiment further with translations o{' intermediate qualitv.
Unfortunately, it does not necessarily lollow that when a
a raw or semi-polished M'I
product can be used. It often happens that when the input text has
been prepared in a rush, maybe dictated but not read, or
translation is of minor importance
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transcribed from

an oral presentation, it contains

incomplete
- and

lrasments and grammatical lapses r,r,hich throw the machine

the post-editor - into a tailspin. Not only must the output be
carefully post-edited, but the work of the post-editor is greatly
slowed down, to the point where sometimes the effort has to be
compensated at the full HT rate.
By far the most difficult challenge for the translators has been to
know when to leave PAHO-specific terminology untouched. Terms

that may look 'funny' to the uninitiated such as fertilitl
is the more common expression,
or haruesting and its Spanish counterpart cosecha in reference to
the culling of monkey populations - are apt to ge t changed by posteditors. Hypercorrections of this kind are the main source of
complaints from clients. Again, the advantage of in-house
translators or 'regulars' who know the technical terminology is
obvious. To help deal with the problem, the entries in the
SPANAM and ENGSPAN dictionaries can be coded so that a
word or phrase will be flagged in the output, telling future posteditors that the term has been researched and is reliable. This
regulation, where birth control

resource has been implemented to a certain extent, but at the same
time care needs to be taken not to clutter up the output with so
many flags that the text becomes unreadable. And, of course, there
is never a guarantee that a flageed term will not require a di{Ierent
translation in another context. Some of the other ways in rvhich the
post-editor can have some control over the output are described in

the next section.
The translator and the dictionary

PAHO post-editors can gain a certain amount of power over the

MT output by learning to manipulate the SPANAM and
ENGSPAN dictionaries, which offer a wide variety of approaches
for triggering expressions that are appropriate to rhe given context.
As a first step, they are expected to mark up their hard side-by-side
copy as they move along with each translation. The lollowing kinds
of information can be recorded: glosses for words that were not in
the dictionary at all (which have averaged less then 0.5 percent
since l9B4), diflerent or additional glosses for words that are in the
dictionary, special translations for multiword phrases, reliability
flags, and notes about syntactic errors the machine has made.
Perhaps the most immediately useful resource for the translator
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is the phrase-building capabilitv. Whether or nor the translator
in the dictionary personally. it is still
rewarding to see them come up in future translations. If a
learns to enter these units

particular term happens to have required research, the translator's
efforts are captured once and lor all, avoidine the duplication that
is so common in translation services.
SPANAM and ENGSPAN can provide special translations in a
wide variety of situations. Some examples are: diflerent subject
areas (English core for Spanish nilcleo in an atomic energy text vs
nucleus in an ordinary text); sinsular and plural forms of the
same source word (toxicit2 for toxicidad and toxic fficts for
toxicidades); fixed phrases of two to five words in length (in general
for for lo general) or Pan American Health Organi4tion; long
names of institutions and titles of publications; multiword phrases
that can be parsed in more than one way if necessary;
discontinuous phrasal verbs; slosses based on the syntactic or
semantic features of associated words (the English source word
raise with an inanimate object gives Spanish leuantar; with an
animate object, criar; with a human object, educar; and collocated
with the word fag, iaar). The post-editor can request these
translations or learn to actually enter them in the dictionary.
The post-editor also brings recurrins structural problems to the
attention of the computational linguists.

Future applications

Thanks to ongoing dictionary rvork and system improvement,
ENGSPAN now produces ra\ / output of sufficiently reliable quality
that consideration is being given to the translation of data bases
and other applications in which users can access MT directly. Of
particular interest are data bases that are available on compact
disk read only memory (CD-ROM). Several proposals have been
made and some of these may materialize into active projects.
The Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
(CGIAR) has been collaboratine with the PAHO MT project since
l986 and provided support for the installation of ntcspAN at the
International Rice Research Institute in the Philippines and the
International Center for Tropical Agriculture (CIAT) in Colombia. CGI.AR is helpine to form a donor consortium that will
provide PAHO with lunds to adapt ENGSPAN to a microcomputer and develop parallel systems lrom English into French
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and Portuguese, as well as establish an MT center within the
CGIAR network that will support users and build specialized N{T
dictionaries in agriculture.
The availabilitv of PAHO's MT systems on microcomputer will
enable the organization to outplace this technology in its member
countries, and this should contribute to the exchange and
dissemination of types of needed health infiormation which have not
been translated in the past because of the cost and the limited

availability of translators.

TRANSLATION FOR INFORMATION: FOREIGN
TECHNOLOGY DIVISION, US AIR FORCE
Machine translation has undergone a long evolutionary development at the Air Force's Foreisn Technology Division (FTD),
extending over more than twenty years. While for many years the
SYSTRAN Russian-English system was the sole MT operation,
with time additional language pairs were acquired: French-English,
German-English, Japanese-English and, recently, Spanish-English.
large-scale machine translation environment has been created,
with some fifteen people inputting data, six or seven people editing
the data, and, since 1975, a group of four to seven people constantly
working on improving the dictionaries and the parsine algorithms.
At all times, development of the various systems has gone hand in
hand with use of the systems to translate texts on a daily basis.

A

The

SYST-RAI'{

machine translation systems are used to

translate large amounts of inlormation

pages

- roughly 50,000 to 60,000
of source text per year. The translations are used by

scientific and technical analysts who need to keep abreast of foreign
developments in a wide ranse of technical fields and to prevent
technoloeical surprise that could threaten the United States.

FTD got involved early with machine translation and has
consistently been a supporter of MT because it was enamored
with the prospects of what NIT could do in the early years, and
because it was believed that machine translation was the only way
to translate massive amounts of material and get the translations
back to the requesters while the information was still useful. The
early intuition that machine translation could provide this service
has proven correct, and FTD has not veered from its solid
commitment to MT for over twenty years.
However, the way of producing machine-translation products
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has evolved over time at FTD, and it is of interest to briefly discuss
how FTD sot started in the MT business and where it is now.
In the 1960s and the first years of the 1970s the Russian-English

system was used to produce a very rough hard-copy translation.
Post-editors edited the translation extensively - almost rewriting it
- and then the edited version rvas sent to a 'recomposition' pool
where it was retyped. Alternatively, some translators used the

rough machine translation as a 'po.ty' when they dictated the
translation on tape. The translator picked and selected those parts
of the machine translation that were valuable - certain technical
terms and phrases - and worked directly from the Russian text.
The dictated translation was then transcribed. Machine translation

was really only used as an aid to the translator. The

end

translation was a quite accurate finished product.
Because this method was slow and productivity was low, in 1974
it was discarded and a verv lightly edited hard-copy translation
was instituted. It was decided that this was the only way to cope
with an immense backlog that had built up. The degree of postediting was at the discretion of the editor, but speed was the name
of the game . Changes were written in ink on large fanfold computer
printout. There were no stylistic chanees. The end product could
only be called fairly crude and the format primitive - a low-quality
utilitarian product whose one saving grace was that it got the
information quickly to the requester and allowed an immense
backlog to be eliminated. This was FTD's {rrst eflort at producing
what we call 'partially edited machine translation.'
In 1976 a dedicated input/editing minicomputer system using a
DEC PDP I l/05 and sixteen workstations was designed and
installed. This allowed the first on-line computer revision of
machine translation, and in 1977 the first version of ootrsyS was
u'ritten. EDI'ISYS is a software module called at the end of the
Russian-English analysis that identifies certain potential problem
areas in the output and brings these conditions to the attention of
the post-editor. When a siven condition is met, the prosram
senerates a full-page-width strins of characters (a 'flug') immediatel,v- in front of the condition. The post-editor must react to the
'highlighted' condition and verifv the machine translation 'n.ersion
or make a revision. The flag is removed during a later step in the
post-processing. Such conditions as 'not-found' rvords, rearrangement:, acronvms, problem words, mistyped words that produce
spurious match-ups, etc., are highlighted. Post-editing is thus
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determined by a software program that tells the editors the
minimum number of conditions that have to be reviewed, although
the editors can - and some of them do - post-edit beyond the
flagged conditions. But sentences and blocks of text basically go
through unscrutinized by an editor. This type of partially edited

text has been our mainstay for the last fifteen years.

The
translation is then printed on high-quality paper on a laser printer
and has a much better appearance than the previous product. This
product has been well received by FTD analysts.
As stated above, some editors do edit to a certain extent beyond
the flags. There are also other exceptions to the procedure just
described. Some short translations for dissemination require careful
sentence-by-sentence editing. Moreover, medical and biology texts,
at present, are closely edited for technical accuracy. Approximately
5 per cent of MT translations receive this type of post-editing.
Finally, some fifty to 100 translations per year, ranging from one
paragraph to two pages, are relnoved from the 'first-in-first-out'

queue, translated

by MT, and then edited on hard copy

by

translators who do not normally do post-editing. The idea is to get
the jobs done quickly and out the door; otherwise they tend to
stagnate behind larger jobs. Requesters expect fast turnaround on
very short translations; they understand that a 300-page book, for
example, takes longer.
In 1987, FTD developed a new MT application which we call

'interactive machine translation.' This system gives all users
individual access to MT at their own terminals. It is now available
to users via hookup with approximately 1,600 PCs within FTD.
This is raw machine translation without the mediation of
translators. The system is designed so that a user can rapidly
determine the significance of the material he wants translated and
weed out extraneous information. It is best used for rapid
translation of titles of books, tables of contents, captions of tables
and graphs, and individual sentences and paragraphs. However, it
can also be used eflectively to translate complete short articles and
to get back a rapid translation instead of going through the
sometimes time-consuming operation of routing translations through
the formal bureaucracy. One very eflective use of the system is for
'gisting' a large book - that is, determining the significant parts of

the book and then routing this material through the normal
translation procedures. For example, if a user has a 350-page book,
the system might be used to determine that only Chapters 3,7 and
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l2-15 are reallv pertinent to the research in question. Obviouslv,
the use of such a tool makes lor tremendous cost savings bv
eliminating the translation of irrelevant material.
FTD has conducted three extensive slrrveys of machine translation over the last ten years to analyze the effbctiveness and use of
MT and gain insights into how to improve the product. The two
most important insights coming out of the survevs are:

I

speed of translation is the most important consideration for FTD
analysis; and

2 the existing product, partially edited M'f, is deemed satisfactory
in meeting most users' translation requirements.
There has been some leedback spelling out deficiencies in certain
technical disciplines, and there was a small percentage of users
who found MT unsatisfactory as a translation product but overall
the acceptance rate has been very high.
The most recent survey, taken in December 1990, covered users
of both partially edited MT and interactive MT. Sixty surveys
were sent out; thirty-three were returned, for a return rate of 55
percent. In addition, within this number, six users were personally

interviewed. According to the survey, 73 per cent of the
respondents felt that the current post-edited MT product was
meetins or exceedine their requirements lor technical accuracy. An
even higher proportion - 82 percent - stated that the post-edited
product was meetins or exceedins their requirements for readability!
There was high praise for the interactive system. However, because
the analysts themselves have to input the data, it was not deemed
eflective for longer documents. N4ore analysts would be r4'illine to
use raw N,If if the data could be input for them. Thev would
foresake the current post-editing if the translation directorate
rvould input the documents and send the raw MT product
electronicallv to them directly after translation. Very recently the
utilitv of raw MT rvas emphasized by the fact that 600 pages of
I rench had to be translated in two weeks and, due to the time
constraint and the lack of post-editors lrom French, the only
translation that could be produced was raw MT. The requester
accepted the rau, N''IT in order to set quick access to the data and
meet ]ris deadline.

Recentlr an assessment of Russian partiallv edited I\{T was
br an independent group of scientists conducting Air Force
research in a subfield of phr.sics. For one particular portion of a
nrade
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book they had access to both a human translation (done for
another government agency) and a machine translation. Their final
report contained the following unsolicited comments on the quality
of the two English translations:
While the [human] translation read somewhat more smoothly, it
seemed to use inappropriate or erroneous terminology more
often than the fmachine] translation did. Consequently, we

relied primarily on the Imachine] translation, using

the

[human] translation mainly for reference.

FTD is now embarked on an ongoing project to improve the
MT operation. The areas being addressed include:
incorporation of software lor individual users to modify dicefficiencv of its

tionaries; OCRs to scan Russian, French and German; expansion
into other language pairs; and continued refinement of specialist
dictionaries.

NOTES
Regional Office of the World Health Orsanization ficr the Americas.
WHO is a specialized agency in tlie United Nations system.
Developed u,ith partial assistance from the US Aeency for International Development (AID) under Grant DEP-5443-G-SS-3048-00.
ENGSPAN is installed at AID and runs there on an IBM 30Bl (OS/
vN4S).
SPANAI\I

and ENGSPA)i are written in PL/l and run on PAHO's
IBM mainframe computer, currently an IBM 43Bl (DOS/VSE/SP),

which is used for many other purposes.
The Organization's working laneuages are Spanish and English. The
English-Spanish and Spanish-English combinations account for 90 per

cent of the translation workload. Portuguese and French, which
together make up the other l0 per cent, are also official languages of
the Organization but are handled by a separate service.
For a detailed review of the data from the experiment, see Vasconcellos
l9B9b.

The equipment on hand was alreadv old at the time of the experiment.
Clurrent OCR technolosy would undoubtedlv do much better.
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